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MARSHALLS NEW DOMESTIC PRODUCTS FOR 2014 
 

Marshalls is proud to announce a number of exciting new additions to its domestic product 
range available to homeowners in 2014.   
 
For over 120 years Marshalls has been helping homeowners from across the UK to create 
beautiful yet practical outdoor spaces.  The Marshalls product range is designed to inspire the 
imagination; combining quality, elegance and durability, in both traditional and cutting edge 
design, meaning there is a product to suit every taste and situation.  
 
Marshalls is pleased to continue this trend in 2014 with products designed specifically with the 
needs of the homeowner and installer in mind. 
 
Driveways get a real boost with Marshalls’ brand new Drivesys innovative patented driveway 
block.  It has a stunning aesthetic, available in Split Stone or Original Cobble design and 
amazingly quick installation with brush in jointing compound included in the pack.  For those 
seeking a real value for money option, new Drivesett Savanna is a great looking three size sett 
available in three of Marshalls most popular colours.  
 
Driveline 50 will receive an update during 2014 with an improved texture and finish making it by 
far the best 200x100 domestic block you can buy.  A new Drivegrid system for aggregates and 
new black colour in Weatherpoint 365 jointing compound extend the driveways offer to suit all 
installer needs.     
 
The 2014 Garden Paving range includes the stunning new Wildwood contemporary paving with 
its softly brushed texture, natural colours and extraordinary hard wearing properties. 
  
Fairstone ethically sourced stone gets a number of new additions including a new flamed finish, 
new edging products and a new pack size for Eclipse Granite.  For the real trend setters 
Marshalls also introduces brand new Casarta Stone, a high quality Brazilian slate available in 
the very latest larger plans sizes to enable truly stunning garden designs. 
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All of the new products feature in the 2014 Marshalls Gardens and Driveways Brochure.  
To download a copy visit www.marshalls.co.uk/homeowners or you can order by calling 
0845 820 5000. 

- ENDS – 

 

Notes to Editors: 
Marshalls is the UK’s leading supplier of hard landscaping materials in both the domestic and 
commercial markets.  Marshalls strives to improve environments for everyone by using its 
expertise to create integrated landscapes that promote well-being, from using fairly traded stone 
to providing products that alleviate flood risks.  www.marshalls.co.uk, Tel: 01422 312000. 
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